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A Humanoid Walking Pattern Generator for Sole Design Optimization

Adrien Pajon3,1, Giovanni De Magistris3,1, Sylvain Miossec2, Kenji Kaneko1 and Abderrahmane Kheddar1,3

Abstract— We devised a new walking pattern generator based
on a minimization of the energy consumption and that offers
the necessary parameters to be used in flexible sole design
problems. This pattern generator is implemented in two sets of
experiments implying the HRP-2 humanoid robot: generating
walking pattern generator with different weighting between (i)
the center of mass forces, and (ii) torques applied at the ankle
joint; we also considered two types of feet: the HRP-2 built-in
flexible ankle, and our proposed solution that keeps the ankle-
to-foot without flexibility and add instead a flexible sole. The
latter shows several benefits that are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bipedal walking on regular grounds is a well-documented
and thoroughly studied problem in the humanoid robotics
research. An excellent synthesized review is presented in [1].
Although an adequate level of robustness and maturity is
reached in designing bipedal walking, much work remains
to be done in particular for walking on uneven terrains.

Recent studies show this maturity level for humanoid
walking on flat floor. For example, walking with human-in-
loop [2], walking with human stylized gaits [3][4] or walking
with emotional behavior gaits [5]. In the latter works, the
precise control at the interface between the humanoid robot
and the sole (ground) plays an important role. For example,
reducing impacts and having smooth walking is critical
in human-in-the-loop walking under hard visual servoing
constraints [6] or for precise stylized or emotional walking
gaits. To reduce the impact at the landing, different studies
showed the importance of the foot shape design [7][8].

Comparing humanoid robots to humans, an effort must
be made to design the soles to compensate as much as
possible: (i) the limited number of degree-of-freedom in
current humanoid robots; (ii) their rigid mechanical design
unlike the compliance found in human joints and links; and
(iii) the robust (implicit) control of the feet-ground inter-
action (contact). In fact, a well-designed sole may include
as much as possible the missing ingredients as far as their
effects may be projected in the contact operational space.
Therefore, human joint/link compliance effect has a projected
equivalence in the operational space that can be embedded
with the sole design. Since walking and its tuning matters
the implicit control of the feet/ground (contact) interaction,
it is worthwhile addressing the sole design (for a given feet)
with a particular interest.

However, in order to design the sole as a shape optimiza-
tion problem, integrating existing walking pattern generators
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(PG) is not straightforward. Since we model the sole defor-
mation in quasi-static, the orientation of the foot is directly
linked to the ZMP of the foot and the sole’s shape. Among
other technical reasons required by the use of flexible soles
(i) we must manage a ZMP under each foot, especially in the
double support phase, and (ii) we must have a smooth ZMP
to get a smooth foot orientation. To date, no existing PG
fulfills such requirements. We then present a PG accounting
for the latter issues which is formulated as a QP with an
energy criteria. We assess our PG with walking experiments
involving the HRP-2 robot having either ankle flexibility or
simple flexible soles.

II. WALKING PATTERN GENERATOR

To formulate a PG to be used in a sole optimization prob-
lem, coherent choices are to be made for: (i) the model used,
which allows to compute the criteria from the parameters, (ii)
the criteria to optimize, and (iii) the parameters defining in
which space optimal solutions are to be searched.

There are several works that formulate walking gaits as
optimization problems, e.g. [9][10][11]. Almost all use an
inverted pendulum model with a point mass (1). Wieber et
al. [9] compute smooth zero moment point (ZMP) and center
of mass (COM) trajectories by minimizing the jerk of the
COM. In [11] a similar criterion is used, but the number of
steps and walking speed that minimize energy consumption
are accounted. The approach in [10] generates stable walking
gaits by bringing the ZMP close to ankle positions.

Walking is split in two phases: (i) a single support phase
(SSP), with one foot on the floor, and (ii) a double support
phase (DSP), where both feet touch the floor. During the
DSP, we note with subscript ‘1’ the foot that leaves the floor
at the end of DSP, and with subscript ‘2’, the foot that comes
in contact at the beginning of DSP.

A. Simplified/reduced mechanical model

Using the cart-table model in Fig. 1b proposed in [10],
the ZMP position expression on x-axis is:

xZMP = xCOM −
zCOM

g
ẍCOM (1)

The computation on x-axis can easily be extended to y-axis.

B. Forces

Using the model in Fig. 1a and considering the leg mass
negligible w.r.t COM, the static mechanical equilibrium is
given by two opposite and equal forces: the COM force and
floor reaction force (ZMP force), that is:

fZMP(t) = −fCOM(t) (2)
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Fig. 1: Reduced model in sagittal plane and cart-table model

Imposing COM position at constant height during the walk-
ing gait, the COM vertical acceleration is zero. Subsequently,
the COM force can be expressed as:

fCOM(t) = m
(
P̈COM(t) + g~z

)
(3)

where P̈COM is the COM acceleration.

C. Torques

Considering only the foot in contact and assuming it is at
a fixed position during the whole SSP, we have:

Γa(t) = fZMP(t)× (Pa(t)− PZMP(t)), (4)

subscript a stands for the ankle joint, Γa is the torque at the
ankle, Pa is the ankle position and PZMP is the ZMP position.

During the DSP, the two feet are in contact. Considering
independently each foot and assuming that they are at a fixed
position during the whole DSP, we have:

Γa1
(t) = fZMP1(t)× (Pa1

(t)− PZMP1(t))
Γa2

(t) = fZMP2(t)× (Pa2
(t)− PZMP2(t))

(5)

D. Optimization criteria

We chose our criteria to be quadratic and as close as
possible to energy consumption, while using the simple
pendulum model of Fig. 1b given by (1). From [11], energy
consumption taking into account motor and reducer model
has the following expression form:

E =
∑
j

∫ tf

ti

(ajτ
2
j + bjτj q̇j + cj q̇

2
j )dt (6)

where τj is force/torque and q̇j is the joint j velocity, and
aj , bj , cj are coefficients depending on joint j motor and
reducer. Using the simplified robot model of Fig. 1a, (6)
becomes:

E =

∫ tf

ti

(aaΓ2
a+baΓaθ̇+caθ̇

2+apf
2
p +bpfpṙ+cpṙ

2)dt (7)

where subscripts p is for a prismatic joint, θ̇ is the ankle
velocity, fp is the prismatic force, and ṙ is the prismatic
velocity.

However, except Γa, the θ̇, fp and ṙ are nonlinear func-
tions of the COM and the ZMP. To keep a quadratic criteria,
only the term Γ2

a is kept. The term f2p is approximated with

f2COM, where fCOM is the force acting on the COM. Finally for
a 3D pendulum, Γ2

a is replaced by ‖Γa(t)‖2 and f2COM by
‖fCOM(t)‖2, and we end up with the criterion:

C = min
{∫ tf

ti

(
λ ‖fCOM(t)‖2 + µ‖Γa(t)‖2

)
dt

}
(8)

where λ and µ are the weights of each criteria, µ = 1 − λ
and (λ, µ) ∈ [0, 1]. Since motor characteristics are not known
for the reduced model used, we did not know how to choose
these two weights. Therefore, experiments on a real robot
determine the weights so that our criterion is the best to
minimize total walking energy consumption.

This criteria is interesting since by taking λ = 1 we
obtained a walking pattern close to [9][11]; while taking
λ = 0 we found a solution with ZMP close to ankle like
in [10]. Intermediate values of λ give compromises between
the two approaches.

III. ZMP AND COM TRAJECTORIES

To define the movement of the simplified biped robots in
Fig. 1a, we computed optimized ZMP and COM trajectories.
We specifically computed ZMP trajectories under each foot
during the DSP, based on the study of the force distribu-
tion. This aspect is not commonly studied in the literature.
Our formulation of the sole optimization problem requires
knowing ZMP trajectories under each foot during the DSP.

To compute the ZMP and COM trajectories, we used the
cart-table model (1), where the xCOM trajectory is defined as
a 5th order polynomial function (minimum jerk invariant the-
ory). Based on [12] and [13], modeling the ZMP trajectories
by polynomials of a given degree α and solving (1), result
in a COM trajectory with the polynomial part having the
same order α. Therefore, we define the ZMP trajectory as
a 5th order polynomial. Since the orientation of the foot is
directly linked to the ZMP position, we also have a smooth
variation of the foot’s orientation.

A. ZMP trajectories
The walking is defined in three sequences:
1) Starting sequence: the robot begins with a DSP. This

sequence starts on the point ZMPinitial.
2) Walking sequences: the robot does n steps. Each step

is a sequence of ‘half SSP’→‘DSP’→‘half SSP’.
3) Stopping sequence: the robot ends with a DSP. This

sequence ends on the point ZMPfinal.
Each walking sequence is defined as two ‘half SSP’ and

one ‘DSP’. Four via-points are defined to parametrize each
duration of these phases, see Fig. 2. For a given walking
sequence q, we have:
• The first ‘half SSP’ goes from via-point Aq to Bq .
• The DSP’ goes from via-point Bq to Cq .
• The last ‘half SSP’ goes from via-point Cq to Dq .
Based on these walking gait sequences, we need m =

3n+2 polynomials to model the whole ZMP trajectory, each
of which writes:

x
(j)
ZMP(t) =

5∑
i=0

a
(j)
i (∆tj)

i (9)
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Fig. 2: Example of walking sequences with via-points (o)
and ZMP trajectories during SSP (blue) and DSP (red)

where the superscript j denotes the jth phases and ai is the
ith polynomial coefficient. In (9) ∆tj = t− tj−1, where tj−1
is the ending time of phase j − 1.

To find the polynomial coefficients of (9) and obtain
smoother trajectories, we enforced the boundary conditions
in position, speed and acceleration at each via-point.

To obtain the polynomial functions of the ZMP trajectory,
we interpolated them between ZMPinitial→C1 during starting
sequence, Aq→Bq , Bq→Cq and Cq→Dq during the sequence
q and Bn+2→ZMPfinal during stopping sequence. In our ZMP
trajectory definition, C1 is equal to A2, Dq to Aq+1 and Dn+1

to Bn+2. ZMPinitial and ZMPfinal are not necessarily equal to
B1 and Cn+2 respectively.

To define ZMP1 and ZMP2 trajectories, we added the via-
points B′q and C′q assigned to both trajectories respectively.
To find these polynomials, we interpolated them between
Bq→B′q and between C′q→Cq .

Using the ZMP definition, we obtain:

Γ
(j)
ZMP(fZMP1) + Γ

(j)
ZMP(fZMP2) = 0 (10)

where Γ
(j)
ZMP(fZMPi) is the torque of the reaction force fZMPi

under foot i ∈ {1, 2} applied on ZMP during the phase j.
Solving (10) in the direction ~y we can write:

2∑
i=1

(x
(j)
ZMPi − x

(j)
ZMP)f

z(j)
ZMPi = 0 (11)

where xZMP is the component x of the ZMP position and
fzZMPi

is the component z of the reaction force under the foot
i ∈ {1, 2}.

From (11), we obtain the following relationship between
ZMP1 and ZMP2:

x
(j)
ZMP2 = x

(j)
ZMP −

f
z(j)
ZMP1

f
z(j)
ZMP2

(x
(j)
ZMP1 − x

(j)
ZMP) (12)

From (12), if ZMP1 trajectories and the repartition between
fzZMP1

and fzZMP2
are known, we do not need to interpolate

polynomials to obtain ZMP2 trajectories.

Based on the Fig. 1a’s model and related hypotheses, the
relationship between fzZMP1

and fzZMP2
can be found:

f
z(j)
ZMP1 + f

z(j)
ZMP2 = f

z(j)
ZMP = mg

f
z(j)
ZMP1 = mg − fz(j)ZMP2

(13)

where the reaction force fzZMP2
in (13) is defined by:

f
z(j)
ZMP2 = k(j) · fz(j)ZMP = k(j) ·mg (14)

k in (14) is a 5th order polynomial representing the repartition
of ZMP force under each foot.

From (12), (13) and (14), we obtain:

x
(j)
ZMP2 = x

(j)
ZMP1 −

1

k(j)
(x

(j)
ZMP1 − x

(j)
ZMP) (15)

The boundary conditions at the start of the DSP during a
walking cycle are:

f
z(j)
ZMP2 = 0, f

z(j)
ZMP1 = f

z(j)
ZMP = mg,

x
(j)
ZMP1 = x

(j)
ZMP = x

(j)
B , ẋ

(j)
ZMP1 = ẋ

(j)
ZMP = ẋ

(j)
B ,

ẍ
(j)
ZMP1 = ẍ

(j)
ZMP = ẍ

(j)
B and x(j)ZMP2 6= x

(j)
B

(16)

Deriving (11) and (16), we obtain:f
z(j)
ZMP1

ḟ
z(j)
ZMP1

f̈
z(j)
ZMP1

 =

mg0
0

 and

f
z(j)
ZMP2

ḟ
z(j)
ZMP2

f̈
z(j)
ZMP2

 =

0
0
0

 (17)

Similarly, we obtain for the end of the DSP:f
z(j)
ZMP1

ḟ
z(j)
ZMP1

f̈
z(j)
ZMP1

 =

0
0
0

 and

f
z(j)
ZMP2

ḟ
z(j)
ZMP2

f̈
z(j)
ZMP2

 =

mg0
0

 (18)

Equations (17) and (18) represent the initial and final con-
ditions to interpolate k in (15). k is a function which varies
from 0 to 1.

During the starting and the stopping sequences, to obtain
a robust optimization algorithm w.r.t to the different walking
parameters, we added new via-points to ZMP1 and ZMP2

trajectories. In particular, we added two via-points: B′′q
between Bq→B′q and C′′q between Cq→C′q . On these new
via-points, ZMP1 and ZMP2 trajectories fulfill the boundary
conditions in position, speed and acceleration.

To define the function k, we took into consideration exper-
imental studies on human walking [14]. During the starting
sequence, humans move their COM laterally to be under the
stance limb (we noted foot 2). The starting sequence begins
with an equal repartition of load in each limb (under each
foot in our case). Then, the lateral movement is induced by
a momentary load of the swing limb (we noted foot 1). To
finish, the stance limb is fully loaded and the swing limb is
unloaded to begin the first SSP. For this reason, we chose
the function k equal to 0.5 on C′1, 0.25 on C′′1 and 1 on C1.

The human behavior to stop walking is symmetrical to
the starting sequence [14]. During the stopping sequence,
humans move laterally their COM and decelerate their move-
ment. This lateral movement begins with a full load of the
stance limb (foot 1) from the end of the SSP. Then, the
deceleration is induced by a momentary load of the swing



limb (foot 2). The stopping sequence ends with the same load
repartition on each limb (under each foot in our case) [14].
For this reason, we chose the function k equal to 0 on Bn+2,
0.75 on B′′n+2 and 0.5 on B′n+2.

B. COM trajectories

Based on Morisawa et al. [13], (1) can be rewritten as:

ẍ
(j)
COM =

g

zCOM

(x
(j)
COM − x(j)ZMP) (19)

Substituting (9) into (19), the COM position can be expressed
by:

x
(j)
COM = V (j)cj +W (j)sj +

5∑
i=0

A
(j)
i (∆tj) (20)

where:

cj = cosh(ωj∆tj)
sj = sinh(ωj∆tj)

ωj =
√

g

z
(j)
COM

=
√
g/zCOM

A
(j)
i =

{
a
(j)
i +

∑(5−i)/2
k=1 b

(j)
i+2ka

(j)
i+2k for i =0 . . . 3

a
(j)
i for i =4, 5

b
(j)
i+2k =

∏k
l=1

(i+ 2l)(i+ 2l − 1)

w2
j

V (j) and W (j) are the unknowns of the system. In (20), a(j)i

coefficients are known. This is the difference between (20)
and the system of equations in [13].

Equation (20) has 2m unknowns with m = 3n+2 phases.
These unknowns satisfy the following boundary conditions
for the COM position and velocity:

1) Initial
x(1)(T0) = V (1) +A

(1)
0 (21)

ẋ(1)(T0) = W (1) +A
(1)
1 (22)

2) Relationship between two successive sequences

VW (j) +
∑5

i=0A
(j)
i (∆Tj)

i = V (j+1) +A
(j+1)
0 (23)

VWω(j) +
∑5

i=1 iA
(j)
i (∆Tj)

i−1 = W (j+1)ωj +A
(j+1)
1 (24)

where

VW (j) = V (j)Cj +W (j)Sj

VWω(j) = V (j)ωjSj +W (j)ωjCj

Cj = cosh(ωj∆Tj), Sj = sinh(ωj∆Tj)

3) Final

x(m)(Tm) = VW (m) +
∑5

i=0A
(m)
i (∆Tm)i (25)

dx(m)

dt
(Tm) = VWω(m) +

∑5
i=1 iA

(m)
i (∆Tm)i−1 (26)

where ∆Tj = tj − tj−1.
From the boundary conditions (21)-(25), the total con-

ditions are 2m + 2. Removing COM velocity conditions
on initial and final phases (they are solved at the pattern
optimization level), 2m conditions remain. The unknowns
can be calculated then by the following system:

G · y = N · x + H · l (27)

where

y =
[
V (1) W (1) · · · V (j) W (j) · · · V (m) W (m)

]T
x =

[
x
(1)
COM(T1) 0 · · · 0 x

(m)
COM (Tm)

]T
l =

[
A

(1)
0 · · · A(1)

5 · · · A(m)
0 · · · A(m)

5

]T

Gh,q =



[
1 0
]

for (h, q) = (1, 1)[
Cm Sm

]
for (h, q) = (m+ 2,m)

G1,h for q = h− 1
G2,h for q = h
0 otherwise

Nh,q =

{
1 ∀(h, q) ∈ {(1, 1); (2m, 2m)}
0 otherwise

Hh,q =



[
1 0 0 0 0 0

]
for (h, q) = (1, 1)

−
[
(∆Tm)0 · · · (∆Tm)5

]
for (h, q) = (m+ 2,m)

H1,h for q = h− 1
H2,h for q = h
0 otherwise

with h = 1, . . . ,m+ 2, q = 1, . . . ,m,

G1,h =

[
Cj Sh

ωhSh ωhCh

]
, G2,h =

[
−1 0
0 −ωh

]
,

H1,h = −
[
(∆Tm)0 (∆Tm)1 · · · (∆Tm)5

0 (∆Tm)0 · · · (∆Tm)4

]
,

H2,h =

[
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

]
.

C. Optimization parameters

To obtain the ZMP and COM trajectories, we used a QP
optimization based on the cost function (8). The optimization
parameters are:
• Position, speed and acceleration at via-points of ZMP

(9n+ 3 parameters)
• Feet positions (n− 1 parameters)
• Position, speed and acceleration at via-points of ZMP1

(3n+ 12 parameters)
We imposed:
• Initial and final feet positions
• Initial and final position, speed and acceleration of ZMP
• Durations of the SSP and the DSP
• The COM height

To enforce the humanoid stability during walking, the ZMP
trajectories must be inside the support convex hull [15][16].
The support convex hull is defined by the area of the support
foot. To obtain this area, we added inequality constraints to
our PG optimization problem. During the SSP, this condition
is linear and can be integrated as inequality constraints into
a QP. During DSP, this condition is not linear. However, if
ZMP1 and ZMP2 trajectories are in the support convex hull
defined by the areas of each foot, the stability condition for
ZMP trajectories is fulfilled. These conditions are linear and
can also be integrated in the QP optimization.

Based on human walking results [17] and to compensate
the robot precision [10], we defined a feet support areas
with a security margin of 5 − 10% of the foot length. To
avoid auto-collisions, we defined a minimal distance between
the robot feet (3cm). To avoid stretched legs singularity, we



chose a maximum step length (30cm). To respect the bound-
ary condition for the COM position and velocity, we added
the equality constraints (22) and (26) to the optimization.

IV. RESULTS

Now we present and analyze the results of our PG.
We implemented an tested our obtained walking motion in
experiments conducted with the HRP-2 robot [18]: first with
the built-in feet including an ankle flexibility, then with our
specially designed feet with flexible sole.

For this study, we considered only straight line walking for
1m with 10 steps to test the PG on the robot. This is enough
to have none-biased results and to assess the PG before its
use (future work) in a sole optimization problem.

A. Pattern optimization results

The Fig. 3a shows part of the obtained ZMP and COM
reference trajectories for different values of λ:
• λ→ 1: minimization of COM force only
• λ→ 0: minimization of ankle torque only
• λ = 0.5: minimization with equal weights on COM

force and on ankle torque
As expected, for λ = 0 we obtain ZMP and COM trajectories
similar to [12][10] with large lateral variations of the COM.
For λ → 1 trajectories are similar to [9][19] with small
lateral variations of the COM and with a ZMP close to
the feet edge. The mid-compromise solution λ = 0.5 gives
limited lateral variations of the COM with a ZMP similar to
that of a human walk [14]. All solutions result in walk with
right and left feet as close as possible, so as to minimize
lateral variations of COM (and hence COM force) and to
minimize variation of ZMP in DSP. We did not consider the
case λ = 1 since it is not well-posed: COM force criteria
does not depend on ZMP of each foot in the DSP which
could then be any trajectory in the feet.

The Fig. 3b shows ZMP1 and ZMP2 trajectories during
the DSP. Both ZMP2 and ZMP1 go from toe to heel.
Considering only one foot contact, this gives a toe-heel-toe-
heel ZMP trajectory, which is different from the human heel-
toe ZMP trajectory [20]. This result is a direct consequence
of minimizing ankle torque with our reduced model: indeed,
for the landing foot it is better that the ZMP goes through
the foot’s center to minimize the ankle torque than staying
in the heel (same reasoning stands for take-off foot). For
a flexible sole this means first foot contact is on the toe,
then the foot rotates around the heel, the toe and the heel
again. We believe that taking into account foot rotation with
a flexible sole in our future work, will allow to write a better
ankle energy consumption criterion that would penalize this
behavior.

B. Experiments with ankle flexibilities

We tested our walking patterns on the HRP-2 humanoid
robot, see the accompanying video. Each time we compared
with the ‘test’ pattern from [13].

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the torques in the right foot
ankle (results are similar to the left part). Theoretical ankle
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Fig. 3: ZMP and COM trajectories

torques increase with λ since the weight associated to the
ankle in the torque criterion is decreased. More precisely:
• From λ = 0 to 0.2, torques are larger than the the-

oretical ones. This might be due to the difficulty to
compensate for the flexibility deformation;

• From λ = 0.3 to 0.5, torques are close to theoretical
ones;

• From λ = 0.6 to 0.99, torques are larger than the
theoretical ones. Indeed, important deformation happens
when ZMP is close to the edge of the foot, which is a
difficult situation to stabilize.
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Fig. 4: Ankle torque with flexible soles and ankle flexibilities

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the COM acceleration in
the lateral direction (which is also the image of force on
COM). We do not show the COM acceleration in the walking
direction as it is almost not varying with λ. Theoretical COM
acceleration decreases with λ since the ankle’s weight in the
torque criterion is increased:
• From λ = 0 to 0.5, the evolution of COM acceleration

is similar to the theoretical one, yet with additional
variations, that might be due to the stabilization;

• From λ = 0.6 to 0.99, as for torques in ankle, the COM
acceleration is not decreasing because of the instability
when the ZMP is close to the foot’s edge.
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The energy consumption for the whole walk can be
estimated by:

E =

∫ tf

ti

(
∑
j

sj(t) · Γj(t))dt (28)

where sj is the actuator’s angular velocity j and Γj its torque.
Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the energy needed by the left

leg of the robot to achieve the whole walk (it is similar for the
right leg). We observe a minimum in the energy consumption
for λ = 0.2, 0.3, which is the best compromise between our
criteria. In this case we obtain a 15% decrease of energy
consumption compared to [13].
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Fig. 6: Energy needed by left leg to achieve the whole walk

C. Experiment with flexible sole

We did the same experiments as previously with different
feet of the HRP-2, see accompanying video. We removed
the springs in ankle and added a flexible sole to absorb the
landing impact shock. Fig. 7 shows HRP-2’s new feet.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of torques in right foot ankle
with new feet (results are similar in left foot ankle). For all λ,
evolution of experimental torques is similar to the theoretical

Fig. 7: Photo of HRP-2’s feet with flexible soles

ones, even for λ from 0.6 to 0.99, when the walk becomes
unstable (see video). In comparison to previous ankle flexible
foot, the mean values of torques in ankle with new feet have
almost been reduced by 5Nm.

However, for lateral COM acceleration of Fig. 5, mean
COM acceleration with new feet is still more than the
theoretical one, but is slightly better than ankle flexible foot.

Additionally, some instability can be observed in the video
with new feet when the ZMP is close to the foot edge, while
with old feet it is more stable. In future work, we shall
improve the sole flexibility stabilization control scheme that
was tuned for the old feet system. We also hope to reduce
part of this instability by soldes design.

We also looked at the impact force during walking: when
walk is stable, maximum force is about 650N for old feet
and 630N for new feet, while for unstable walk it can reach
700N for both types of feet.

The minimum energy consumption for λ = 0.2, 0.3 is still
valid for new feet with flexible soles, as can be observed in
Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSION

We devised a PG based on the minimization of energy
consumption simplified by the minimization of COM forces
and torques at the ankle level. Our PG computes smooth
ZMP and COM trajectories from 5th-order polynomials and
also generates ZMP under each foot during the double
support phase (DSP). Using this definition of ZMP under
each foot, it is possible to check the stability conditions in
the DSP and to write them in a linear form. In addition,
this formulation is useful for a quasi-static sole deformation
model as the orientation of the foot is directly linked to these
parameters. Thus, it will allow to compute human-like foot
rolling depending on the sole shape design.

HRP-2’s experiments showed that the flexibility in the
ankles (due to the built-in shock-absorbing mechanism) in-
duces relatively high torques. Without these springs, torques
in ankle were reduced. Therefore, as an alternative to each
ankle shock-absorbing mechanism to protect the robot struc-
ture and improve its stability during walking, we can now
consider using flexible soles.

The experimental comparison between the latter options,
revealed the effects of ZMP and COM trajectories on the
walking motion and impacts on the robots. Indeed, by
choosing the weights of the optimization criterion, it was
possible to tune the walking gait at will.

As shown in IV-A, the ZMP under each foot has a toe-
heel-toe-heel trajectory. In a future work, we will study a



third criteria to integrate in our cost function to have a heel-
toe human like ZMP trajectory under each foot.

Now we are ready to follow-up this study by (i) integrating
our proposed PG to the sole design optimization, (ii) build
the optimized sole, and finally (iii) test the optimized sole
on HRP-2 and HRP-4 humanoid robots.
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